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To count the number of periodic points of u(x) brings in very delicate questions
about automorphisms of local fields. Using the ideas developed here, we shall give
another short proof of Sen's Theorem. We also give an upper bound for the number
of periodic points in any p-adic number field.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let K be a finite extension of Qp and let O be its integer ring with maxi-
mal ideal M and residue field k. If K is an algebraic closure of K, we denote
by O and M the integral closure of O in K and the maximal ideal of O ,
respectively.
When f (x) # O[[x]], but not all coefficients of f (x) are in M, then the
lowest degree in which a unit coefficient appears will be called the
Weierstrass degree of f (x), denoted wideg( f ). According to the Weierstrass
Preparation Theorem there exist a unit power series U(x) # O[[x]] and a
distinguished polynomial P(x) # O[x] such that f (x)=P(x) U(x) and
deg(P)=wideg( f ). All roots of P are in M . If wideg( f )=d, then, counting
multiplicity, there are d of them and they exhaust all roots of f that are
in M .
Let u(x)=i=1 aix
i be an invertible series without constant term in
O[[x]], i.e. u(0)=0 and u$(0)=a1 # O*. Since wideg(u)=1, u(x) has no
other roots than 0 in M . We denote u% n(x) the n-fold iteration of u(x) with
itself. The point : # M is a fixed point for u(x) if u(:)=:. The point : is
a periodic point of period n if u% n(:)=:. The least positive n for which
u% n(:)=: is called the prime period of :. We assume that the series u(x)
always satisfies u$(0) # 1+M; finiteness of the residue field guarantees that
any invertible series has an iterate with this property.
To count the number of periodic points of u(x) brings in very delicate
questions about automorphisms of local fields. The k-automorphism of
k((t)), Autk[((t))], is the group of power series in one variable over k with
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no constant term and the coefficient of the first degree is not zero. We nor-
malize the valuation vt of k[[t]], so that vt(t)=1. Let _(t) # Autk[k((t))].
We denote _% n(t) the n-fold iteration of _(t) with itself. When _$(0)=1 and
_% pn(t){t, in [3], Sen shows that
vt(_%p
n
(t)&t)#vt(_%p
n&1
(t)&t) (mod pn).
Lubin [1], using the idea of p-adic dynamical systems, gives another
proof of Sen's Theorem. He lifts _ in a particular way to a series u in
characteristic zero, such that all the roots of u%pn(x)&x are simple. (The
choice of a complete discrete valuation ring O to serve as constant ring for
u is not crucial: the Witt ring W(k) will do.) Let Qn(x) be defined by
Qn(x)=
u%pn(x)&x
u%pn&1(x)&x
.
Qn(x) # O[[x]], by Corollary 2.3.1 below. Weierstrass Preparation
Theorem tells us that the number of roots of Qn(x) is equal to
vt(_%p
n
(t)&t)&vt(_op
n&1
(t)&t). The construction of u(x) implies that the
set of roots of Qn(x) is exactly the set of points that lie in an orbit of car-
dinality pn under the action of u(x). The proof is done. All the difficulty in
Lubin's proof is the construction of a lifting of the given _ to a series
u(x) # O[[x]] of the desired form. In this paper we shall give enough
information about the multiplicity. Therefore we can lift _ to a series
u(x) # O[[x]] in an arbitrary way (without the assumption about multi-
plicity) and count the number of roots of Qn(x) directly. This gives us
another proof of Sen's Theorem.
There are various natural arithmetic questions one can ask about the
periodic points. For example, given an invertible series in a fixed algebraic
extension of Qp , we can ask if it has infinitely many periodic points in this
field. one can also ask if we need infinite extension to get all the periodic
points. These matters are covered in Section 4. In fact, we have the
following:
Theorem. Let K be a finite extension of Qp with ramification index e
and O be the integer ring of K with maximal ideal M. Let u(x) be an inver-
tible series without constant term in O[[x]] with u$(0)# 1 (mod M) and
suppose that u% n(x){x, for all n. If u(x) has periodic points of prime period
pm in M, then pm&pm&1e.
The work presented here is part of the author's 1994 Brown Ph.D. thesis.
The author thanks Professor Rosen and Professor Lubin for their guidance
and encouragement.
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2. Periodic Points
Let u(x)=i=1 aix
i be an invertible series without constant term in
O[[x]] i.e. u(0)=0 and u$(0)=a1 # O*. Recall that K is a field which is
complete with respect to a valuation, v. We normalize the valuation v such
that v(?)=1, where ? is a generator of M. There is a unique extension of
v to K , and this will likewise be denoted v. We have a nonarchimedean
absolute value, defined by |:|=p&v(:) for all : # K . Consider u(x) as an
analytic transformation of the p-adic open unit disc. Let :, ; # M . Since
v(u(:)&u(;))=v(i=1ai (:
i&;i)) and v(a1(:&;))=v(:&;)<v(ai (:i&;i))
for all i>1, we find that |u(:)&u(;)|=|:&;|. Thus u(x) is an isometry.
Definition The point : # M is a fixed point for u(x) if u(:)=: . The
point : is a periodic point of period n if u% n(:)=:. The least positive n for
which u% n(:)=: is called the prime period of :.
Let u(x) # O[[x]] be an invertible series and u (x) # k[[x]] be the
corresponding series over the residue field k. Then u (t) # Autk[k((t))] and
wideg(u% m(x)&x)=vt(u % m(t)&t). Since wideg(u% m(x)&x) equals to the
number of periodic points of period m, vt(u % m(t)&t) gives us this informa-
tion. First we make the elementary observation that if we have any series
g(x)#x+axr (mod xr+1) and h(x)#x+bxr(mod xr+1), then g b h#x+
(a+b) xr (mod xr+1). This applies in particular to series over k.
Proposition 2.1. Let u(x) # O[[x]], with u$(0)# 1 (mod M). If p |% m,
then wideg(u b pnm(x)&x)=wideg(u%pn(x)&x) If wideg(u%pn(x)&x){,
then wideg(u b pn+1(x)&x)>wideg(u%pn(x)&x).
Proof. If wideg(u(x)&x)=, then wideg(u% m(x)&x)=, for all m.
If wideg(u(x)&x)=r<, then u (x)#x+axr (mod xr+1), with a{0. If
p |% m, then ma{0. Since u % m(x)#x+maxr (mod xr+1), it follows that
wideg(u% m(x)&x)=r=wideg(u(x)&x). Our first assertion follows by
replacing u(x) with u%pn(x).
Since u b p(x)#x+paxr#x (mod xr+1), our second assertion follows. K
Let p |% m. It is important to know that if : is a periodic point of period
pnm, then it is a periodic point of period pn. For this, it is not enough to
observe that wideg(u b pnm(x)&x)=wideg(u%pn(x)&x) and every root of
u%pn(x)&x is a root of u b pnm(x)&x, unless u%pn(x)&x be known to have all
roots simple.
Definition. Let : be a root of u% n(x)&x of multiplicity m. Then we
call : a n-period periodic point of u(x) of multiplicity m. When m=1, we
also call : a simple n-period periodic point.
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Remark. If : is a root of u(x)&x of multiplicity m>1, then : is a root
of the derivative u$(x)&1. Therefore we have that : is a simple fixed point
of u(x) if and only if u(:)=: and u$(:){1.
Lemma 2.2. Let : be a fixed point of h(x) of multiplicity m, and let w(x)
be any invertible power series in O[[x]]. Then w(:) is a fixed point of
w b h b w%&1(x) of multiplicity m.
Proof. w b h b w%&1(w(:))=w b h(:)=w(:). Hence w(:) is a fixed point
of w b h b w%&1(x)
For the multiplicity, we consider the identity
w b h b w%&1(x)&x
(x&w(:)) i
=
w b h b w%&1(x)&w b w%&1(x)
h b w%&1(x)&w%&1(x)
h b w%&1(x)&w%&1(x)
(w%&1(x)&:) i
_
(w%&1(x)&w%&1 b w(:)) i
(x&w(:))i
.
Since w%&1(x) and h b w%&1(x) tend to : as x tends to w(:) we have,
lim
x  w(:)
w b h b w%&1(x)&w b w%&1(x)
h b w%&1(x)&w%&1(x)
=lim
t  :
w b h(t)&w(t)
h(t)&t
=w$(:),
lim
x  w(:)
h b w%&1(x)&w%&1(x)
(w%&1(x)&:) i
=lim
t  :
h(t)&t
(t&:) i
and
lim
x  w(:)
w%&1(x)&w%&1 b w(:)
x&w(:)
=(w%&1)$ b w(:)=(w$(:)) &1.
Since wideg(w$)=0, we have w$(:){0 so that our assertion follows. K
Proposition 2.3. Let : be a n-period periodic point of u(x), of multi-
plicity m>1. Then for all r # N, : is also a nr-period periodic point of multi-
plicity m.
Proof. We only have to show that if : is a fixed point of u of multi-
plicity m>1, then : is also a fixed point of u% r of multiplicity m.
Using Lemma 2.2, we may assume that :=0, by taking w(x)=:&x. Let
u(x)=x+i=m bix
i. Our hypothesis implies that bm {0. Since u% r(x)#
x+rbmxm (mod xm+1), m>1 and the characteristic of O is 0, our proof is
complete. K
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Corollary 2.3.1. Let h(x) be an arbitrary series in O[[x]], without
constant term. Then in O[[x]], h(x)&x | h% n(x)&x, for any n>0.
Proof. If h$(0)&1  M, then h(x)&x=x(x), where (x) is a unit in
O[[x]]. h% n(x)&x has no constant term, so x(x) | h% n(x)&x.
If h$(0)&1 # M, then by Proposition 2.3, every root of h(x)&x is a root
of h% n(x)&x of greater or equal multiplicity. Hence h(x)&x | h% n(x)&x.
Corollary 2.3.2. Let u(x) be an invertible series in O[[x]], with
u$(0) # 1+M and m be a number prime to p. Then : is a pnm-period peri-
odic point of u(x) if and only if : is pn-period periodic point of u(x).
Proof. This is now obvious, because wideg(u% pnm(x)&x)=wideg(u%pn(x)
&x) and u%pn(x)&x | (u%pn)% m (x)&x. K
Let : be a simple fixed point of u(x). By induction and using the chain
rule, (u% r)$ (:)=u$(:)r. We find that : is a non-simple fixed point of u% r(x)
if and only if u$(:) is a r-th root of 1. In this case, we want to know what
multiplicity : should have, as a fixed point of u% r(x).
Lemma 2.4. Let f (x)=x+i=m aix
i, am { 0 and m2. Then every
formal power series g(x)=i=1 bix
i which commutes with f (x) with b1{0,
has bm&11 =1.
Proof. The comparison of coefficients of xm in f b g(x)=g b f (x) gives
am(b1 &bm1 )=0, so that b
m&1
1 =1. K
Proposition 2.5. If : is a simple fixed point of u% j(x), for all 1j<r
and it is a fixed point of u% r(x) of multiplicity s>1, then s&1#0 (mod r).
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2, we may assume that :=0, by taking
w(x)=:&x. Let u(x)=\x+n=2 bnx
n. Our hypothesis implies that \ is
a primitive r th root of 1, and u% r(x)=x+i=s aix
i where as {0. By
Lemma 2.4, we have \s&1=1 so that s&1#0 (mod r). K
Definition. Let : be a periodic point of u(x) of prime period n. The
finite set of points :, u(:), u% 2(:), ..., u% (n&1)(:) is called the cycle of :.
Proposition 2.6. Let : be a periodic point of prime period n. Then for
all r1, every point in the cycle of : has same multiplicity as a fixed point
of u% nr(x).
Proof. Substitute u% nr(x) for h(x) and u% i(x) for w(x) in Lemma 2.2.
Our proof is complete. K
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3. Sen's Theorem on Iteration of Power Series
According to Corollary 2.3.2, we only have to study periodic points
whose periods are powers of p. Using the ideas developed here we will give
a new proof of Sen's Theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Sen). Let u(x) be a series in O[[x]] for which u$(0)#1
(mod M), u(0)=0, and suppose that u%pn(x)x (mod M). Then for all m
with 0<mn, wideg(u% pm(x)&x)#wideg(u% pm&1(x)&x) (mod pm).
Proof. For each m 1, Let
Qm(x)=
u% pm(x)&x
u% pm&1(x)&x
.
Qm(x) # O[[x]], by Corollary 2.3.1. The number of roots of Qm(x) in M ,
taking account of multiplicity, is equal to the Weierstrass degree of Qm(x)
and is equal to wideg(u% pm(x)&x)&wideg(u% pm&1(x)&x).
The roots of Qm(x) may be divided into three categories.
The first kind of points are periodic points of u(x) of prime period pm.
By Proposition 2.6, every point in the same cycle has the same multiplicity.
Hence the total number of these points is a multiple of pm.
The second kind of points are non-simple periodic points of period pm&1.
By Proposition 2.3, in this case every such point is a root of u% pm&1(x)&x
and u% pm(x)&x of same multiplicity. Hence these points can not be roots
of Qm(x).
The third kind of points are simple periodic points of period pm&1 but
non-simple as points of period pm; Suppose that : is such a point of prime
period pt and as a periodic point of period pm, : has multiplicity s. Since
: is a simple fixed point of u% pt(x), and u% pm(x)=(u% pt)% pm&t(x), Proposi-
tion 2.5 (substitute u% pt(x) for u(x) and pm&t for r) gives us s&1#0 (mod
pm&t). Again, by Proposition 2.6, every point in the cycle of : has same
multiplicity. Hence as roots of u% pm(x)&x, the total number of points in
the cycle of :, counting multiplicity, is pts. As roots of u% pm&1(x)&x, the
total number of points in the cycle of : is pt, because they are simple;
Therefore as roots of Qm(x), the number of these points is pts&pt=
pt(s&1), which is a multiple of pm. Our proof is complete. K
Example. u(x)=3x+x2 is an invertible series in Z2[[x]]. 0 and &2
are fixed points of u(x) and they are simple. Since u$(0)=3, which is not
a root of 1, 0 is always a simple periodic point. u$(&2)= &1 and &12=1,
so &2 is a non-simple periodic point of period 2. Its multiplicity s should
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satisfy s & 1 # (mod 2). In fact, u% 2(x) & x = 8x + 12x2 + 6x3 + x4 =
x(x+2)3, so &2 is a periodic point of period 2 of multiplicity 3 and there
is no periodic point of prime period 2. Since &2 is a non-simple periodic
point of period 2, by Proposition 2.3, &2 is a root of u% 4(x)&x of multi-
plicity 3. Because 0 is always simple and wideg(u% 4(x)&x)=16, there are
3 cycles of periodic points of prime period 4.
4. Periodic Points in Certain Local Fields
If u% n(x)#x (mod M) for some n, then u(x) has only finitely many peri-
odic points in M (Lubin [2, Corollary 4.3.1]). If for every n, u% n(x)x
(mod M), then by Proposition 2.1, wideg(u%pn(x)&x)  , as n  .
Since every non-simple periodic point can not get higher multiplicity, this
tells us that the set of periodic points of u(x) has infinitely many elements.
It is not obvious that the field generated by all the periodic points of u(x)
is an infinite extension over K. The main goal of the following is to prove
that there are only finitely many periodic points defined over a field which
is an extension of K with finite ramification index.
Lemma 4.1. Let b # M and for each n 1, let (1 + b) pn=1 + bn .
(1) If v( p)<v(b)( p&1), then v(bn)=nv( p)+v(b).
(2) If v( p)=v(b)( p&1) and (1+b) p{1, then v(bn)=(n&1) v( p)+
v(b1)nv( p)+v(b).
(3) If v( p)>v(b)( p&1), then v(b1)=pv(b).
Proof. Consider (1+b) p=1+pb+ p&1i=2 (
p
i ) b
i+b p. Since p|( pi ) and
v(b)1, we have that v(( pi ) b
i)>v( pb), for p>i>1.
If v( p)<v(b)( p&1), then v(b p)=pv(b)>v(b)+v( p)=v(bp). Hence v(b1)
=v(bp)=v(b)+v( p). By induction, suppose that v(bn&1)=(n&1) v( p)+
v(b). Because (1+b) pn=(1+bn&1) p and v( p)<v(b)( p&1)<v(bn&1)( p&1),
v(bn)=v( p)+v(bn&1)=nv( p)+v(b).
If v( p)=v(b)( p&1) and (1+b) p{1, then v(b1)min[( pi ) b
i | 1
ip]=v( p)+v(b). Since v( p)<v(b1)( p&1) and (1+b) p
n
=(1+b1) p
n&1
,
by (1), our claim follows.
If v( p)>v(b)( p&1), then v(b p)<v( pb). Hence v(b1)=v(b p)=pv(b).
Lemma 4.2. Let u(x) # O[[x]] be an invertible series with u(0)=0,
u$(0) pr=1 and u% pr(x){x. If pm>v( p) and m>r, then u(x) can not have
periodic points of prime period pm in M.
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Proof. For each m 1, let
Qm(x)=
u% pm(x)&x
u% pm&1(x)&x
.
Assume m>r and pm>v( p). All the periodic points of prime period pm are
roots of Qm(x), so we check Qm(x). Let u% p
r
(x)#x+anxn (mod xn+1)
where an {0. Since u% p
m&1
(x)#x+pm&r&1anxn (mod xn+1) and
u% pm(x)#x+pm&ran xn (mod xn+1), we have v(Qm(0))=v( p)<pm. Since
for all : # M we have v(:)1, the number of roots of Qm(x) in M is less
than or equal to v( p). If : # M is a root of Qm(x), then every point u% i(:)
in the cycle of : is also in M. Hence : is a periodic point of prime period
v( p)<pm. Thus there is no point in M which is a periodic point of prime
period pm. Consider Qj (x) for j>m. Using the same argument, we can find
that v(Qj (0))=v( p)<pm<p j. Hence there is no periodic point of prime
period p j in M. K
Theorem 4.3. Let u(x) be an invertible series in O[[x]] with u(0)=0,
u$(0)#1 (mod M) and suppose that u% n(x){x, for all n. If u(x) has peri-
odic points of prime period pm in M, then pm&pm&1v( p).
Proof. We will prove the contrapositive. Assume that v( p)<pm&pm&1.
Let u$(0)=1+b where b # M. Denote bn=(u% p
n
)$(0)&1=(1+b) pn&1, for
all n. If bn&1 and bn are not zero, then v(Qn(0))=v(bnbn&1)=v(bn)&
v(bn&1).
If v( p)<v(b)( p&1), then by Lemma 4.1 (1), v(bi)=iv( p)+v(b). Hence
v(Qm(0))=v(bmbm&1)=v( p)<pm. By the argument as in the proof of
Lemma 4.2, u(x) can not have periodic points of prime period pm in M.
For the same reason, v(Qj (0))=v( p)<pm<p j, for j>m. Hence u(x) can
not have periodic points of prime period p j in M.
Suppose that v( p)=v(b)( p&1). Since pm&pm&1>v( p)=v(b)( p&1),
we have m>1. If (1+b) p=1, then by Lemma 4.2, u(x) can not have peri-
odic points of prime period pm in M. If (1+b) p{1, then by Lemma 4.1
(2) for i>1, (u% pi)$ (0)&1=bi with v(bi)=(i&1) v( p)+v(b1). Hence by
the same argument as above, \jm, v(Qj (0))=v( p)<p j. There is no peri-
odic point of prime period p j in M.
Suppose that v( p) > v(b)( p & 1). There is 0 < r < m, such that
pr&1v(b)( p&1)v( p)<prv(b)( p&1). By Lemma 4.1 (3), v(b1)=pv(b).
Suppose that for every i<r&1, v(bi)=piv(b). Since v( p)>piv(b)( p&1)=
v(bi)( p&1), by Lemma 4.1 (3), (1+b) p
i+1
=(1+bi) p=1+bi+1 with
v(bi+1)=pv(bi)=pi+1v(b). Thus (u b p
t
)$(0)&1=bt with v(bt)=ptv(b), for
all t<r. If v( p)>pr&1v(b)( p&1), then by the same reason as above,
v(br)=prv(b). But v(br)( p&1)=prv(b)( p&1)>v( p) by Lemma 4.1 (1),
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(u% ps)$(0)&1=bs with v(bs)=(s&r) v( p)+v(br), \s>r. Therefore
v(Qj (0))=v( p)<p j, for all jm. Our claim follows. If v( p)=
pr&1v(b)( p&1), then (u% pr)$ (0) is either equal to 1 or equal to 1+br with
br {0. Suppose that (u% p
r
)$ (0)=1. Then by Lemma 4.2, our claim follows.
Suppose that (u% pr)$ (0)=l+br with br {0. Then by Lemma 4.1 (2),
v(bs)=(s&r) v( p)+v(br), \s>r. Therefore v(Qj (0))=v( p)<p j, for all
jm. Our claim follows. K
Remark. From the proof of Theorem 4.3, we can have the following:
Let u(x) # O[[x]] be an invertible series without constant term which
has periodic points of prime period pm in M. If v(u$(0)&1)2, then
pmv( p). If u$(0)&1 # M"M2, then v( p)=pm&pm&1.
Corolarry 4.3.1. Let u(x) # O[[x]] with u(0)=0 and u$(0)#1
(mod M). If p&1 |% v( p), then there is no periodic point of prime period >1
in pZp .
Proof: The case u$(0)=1 is easy. For u$(0)=1+b where 0{b # M, we
use the same notation as above. If v( p)<v(b)( p&1), then v(bm)=v( p)+
v(bm&1), for all m. Hence v(Qm(0))=v( p). Thus there is at most one point
in pZp which is a root of Qm(x). Our claim follows. If v( p)>v(b)( p&1),
then v(b1)=pv(b). Since p&1 |% v( p), we have v( p){v(bi)( p&1) for all i.
Hence v(bm)=pv(bm&1), if v( p)>v(bm&1)( p&1) and v(bm)=v(bm&1)+
v( p), if v( p)<v(bm&1)( p&1). In both cases, v(Qm(0))=v(bm)&v(bm&1)
v( p). Our claim follows. K
APPENDIX: Nomenclature
K a finite extension of p-adic field Qp
O the integer ring of K
M the maximal ideal of O
k the residue field of O
K a fixed algebraic closure of K
O the integral closure of O in K
M the maximal ideal of O
wideg( f ) the Weierstrass degree of f (x)
v addition valuation on K, normalized so that v(?)=1,
where ? is a generator of M, extended to any
algebraic extension of K
Autk[k((t))] the set k-automorphisms of k((t))
vt valuation of k((t)), normalized so that vt(t)=1
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